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Introduction
Dear and highly regarded schoolmates or, as they say in Spanish,‘Qué tal, chicos y
chicas?’,
Contrary to your expectations, this project was entirely carried out by teenagers, and if
you’re wondering if it was challenging - oh, yes, it was. However, it was definitely worth
it, because at this very moment you, dear readers, are holding our treasure in your
hands: a magazine, consisting of four different languages and all sorts of articles.
We wanted to create content in a variety of topics and use it as a way to catch the
attention of a bigger audience through its diversity of interests. The more subject matters
we cover, the more possible would be for each reader to find something for themselves.
As students from a language school, another aim of ours was to write the articles in all
languages we could, thereby showing what we’ve managed to learn in this high school
and paying tribute to all the teachers who helped us develop these skills, making us
grow as intelligent beings with more opportunities.
All of us have put a lot of time and effort into the making of this magazine - some by
writing articles, others by editing them, some by designing, some by providing us with
the needed images, others by doing all of these combined - so we sincerely hope that
our work will pay off.
We would also like to thank our English teacher - Plamena Radeva, who suggested the
making of this magazine. Without her help this project wouldn't have been possible.
Anyway, enough with the chit-chat, we will let you sit down, relax (probably with a cup
of coffee from Танчето), and enjoy reading our creation.
Viele Grüße,
The editorial team
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES MAKE
YOU COOL
by Yuliyana Stefanova, Joanna Mihova and Fiona Nikolova

Dear classmates from 5th Language
School,
when you’ve dedicated five years of your
life for extended foreign language study,
it’d be awesome to know whether the
languages you’ve been learning for so
long are somehow useful for you. Well,
they definitely are, in some way. How the
language you’ve learnt, or languages in
general, can help you further in life, you
will find out in this article. In addition,
there are some bonus tips that will make
your language study easier.
We’re going to present you all the
benefits you can derive from a foreign
language in many aspects, no matter
which one you’re currently learning. This
list will maybe even have an effect on
your motivation for the language you’re
learning, not only at school, but also in
other places.
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Big brain time

Did you know that learning a new
language changes the way you think?
Your brain is literally trying to absorb the
fact that whole different ways of verbal
communication exist. That’s why we can
say that foreign languages make you
smart. Not just because you’ve learned
one, but also because your mind has
succeeded to adapt itself to a speaking
system, different from the one it had been
taught to ratiocinate in. So, think twice
before calling yourself stupid.

Your mother tongue
Knowing most about your 1st language
sounds logical, doesn’t it? You’ve been raised
with it, you think and dream with it. But
actually, you may be surprised with how
much you don’t know about it. Because
you’ve learnt it spontaneously, not the same
way you’ve been learning languages at
school. Through the structure, rules, idioms
and other parts of the languages you’re
studying in school, you create a better image
in your head about your mother language
and this helps you to understand it even
more. Love not only foreign languages, but
also your own, because it’s a big part of who
you really are.

Photos by Dimitar Dimitrov
The beauty in diversity

Do you like to travel and discover new cultures?
Language is the most direct way to learn more
about other cultures. The privilege of speaking
a foreign language, expressing your emotions
and thoughts - all this is a great opportunity to
learn about the people, art, literature, history
of the country where this language is spoken.
Travelling always leads to many adventures and
pleasant emotions. Even if our skills are not so
great, everyone would be impressed if we use a
language they understand. Understanding the
culture of one country makes you feel more
tolerant, empathetic and accepting of others.
And this leads to new acquaintances, contacts
and experiences that are never superfluous.

Social butterfly

Are you ready to be a social butterfly and
step out of your comfort zone? This is not a
goal, but maybe it should be. One of the most
important aspects of everyone’s life is the ability
to communicate with other people. And the
ability to communicate in the language of the
interlocutor is a huge privilege. People who speak
foreign languages can have a wider social life in
personal and professional life. Also, it’s proven
that the decisions you make while thinking in a
foreign language are more reasonable than the
decisions made in your own language because
you distance yourself from your emotional
reactions. Therefore, the decision is made on the
basis of facts, not emotions.

Your future self

The fact that foreign languages are able to expand your list of career choices is probably well known.
Nearly a third of companies in the world are looking for people specifically because of their language
skills. Their capabilities will be noticed and appreciated by much of the world’s business. Multilingual
employees can expect a 20% increase in their salaries for certain positions, so it may be time to take
a closer look at this before your next pay review. Even if your future job isn’t directly connected to
speaking in different languages on a daily basis, it’s still pretty useful to have the privilege of fluent
communication with foreigners. Because, after all, no one knows what and who is expecting you from
a totally different side of the world.
Well, what do you think now? Isn’t it amazing that the process of learning a new language has so many
benefits? Foreign languages open the door to art, science, new cultures and much more. Although
it’s challenging and takes a lot of time, it is not something one would ever regret. Plus, children and
teenagers learn foreign languages faster than adults! Aside from improving problem solving skills and
creativity, you get more career opportunities in adulthood. So, what are you waiting for? Find a fun way
to improve your knowledge on the languages we learn at school or simply take the first steps into a new
one. With time, your hard work will pay off and impress others!
Foreign languages make you cool 5

What is new in the Oscars?
by Lilia Stoyanova and Simona Naydenova
On the 8th of September 2020 the Academy of Oscars announced new
rules. For a movie to win the award of Best Picture it now has to meet
certain standards.
The controversy surrounding the Oscars has been ongoing for years now.
The Academy has been actively trying to promote diversity and inclusivity
over the years. As of 2016, Cheryl Boone, the Academy President at the
time, set a new goal and the roles of women and representatives of color
have doubled by 2020.
The upcoming 94th and 95th ceremonies, which are scheduled for 2022
and 2023, will be the last ones not to follow the Academy’s new rules. As
of 2024, two out of the four new standards will need to be covered by the
movie.
With The Oscars being one of the most prestigious awards, it is expected
that the new reglementations will have a great impact on the film industry.

STANDARD A: ON-SCREEN REPRESENTATION, THEMES AND
NARRATIVES
To achieve Standard A, the film must meet ONE of the following criteria:
•

At least one of the lead actors or significant supporting actors is
from an underrepresented racial or ethnic group. Such as:
Asian, Hispanic/Latin, Black/African American, Native American/
Alskan Native, Middle Eastern/North African or other
underrepresented race or ethnicity.
• At least 30% of all actors in secondary and more minor roles are from
at least two of the following underrepresented groups: women, racial
or ethnic group, LGBTQ+, people with cognitive or physical disabilities,
or who are deaf or hard of hearing.
• Main storyline/subject matter: The main storyline(s), theme or
narrative of the film is centered on an underrepresented group(s).
6 What is new in the Oscars?

STANDARD B: CREATIVE LEADERSHIP AND PROJECT TEAM
To achieve Standard B, the film must meet ONE of the criteria below:
•

•

•

At least two of the following creative leadership positions and
department heads — Casting Director, Cinematographer, Composer,
Costume Designer, Director, Editor, Hairstylist, Makeup Artist,
Producer, Production Designer, Set Decorator, Sound, VFX Supervisor,
Writer — are from underrepresented groups.
At least six other crew/team and technical positions (excluding
Production Assistants) are from an underrepresented racial or ethnic
group. These positions include but are not limited to First AD, Gaffer,
Script Supervisor, etc.
At least 30% of the film’s crew is from underrepresented groups.
STANDARD C: INDUSTRY ACCESS AND OPPORTUNITIES
To achieve Standard C, the film must meet BOTH criteria below:

•
•

The film’s distribution or financing company has paid apprenticeships
or internships that are from underrepresented groups.
The film’s production, distribution and/or financing company offers
training and/or work opportunities for below-the-line skill development
to people from underrepresented groups.
STANDARD D: AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT

To achieve Standard D, the film must meet the following criterion: the
studio and/or film company has multiple in-house senior executives from
among underrepresented groups.
What do you think about it? Do you approve of the new rules? Or would
it be great if there could be no restrictions on what movies qualify for
awards? Some say that it’d be even better if women, racial and ethnic
minorities, people of a variety of sexual orientations, and those that are
differently labeled had equal opportunities on and off camera. Will The
Oscars from 2024 on change the mindset of others? Time will tell.
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OLD BUT FASHIONABLE
by Dimana Stoyanova

F

ashion has always played an important role in people’s life, because it is a
way to express yourself, your personality and beliefs. 21st-century fashion is
bold and daring, therefore the new generation is not afraid to express their
style. The main way to keep up with the latest fashion trends is through social
media. Many changes occur in the fashion industry and the easiest way to
find out about them is through platforms such as Instagram. It is a place for
inspiration, diversity and change. There you can follow fashion trends mostly
from celebrities, designers and brands.
The '90s with their ups and downs were
significant, exciting and interesting themes
for fashion. Some iconic looks of that time
are back. Athough renewed, they are even
better now.

CARDIGANS
• Cardigans were in their heyday back then.
People wore them as a top or they had one
around their shoulders. For some time now,
cardigans and vests are increasingly found
in stores and worn by celebrities, such as
Bella Hadid and Harry Styles. Mainly as
an extra layer for cooler weather, although
many models wear cardigans on their own.

SHOULDER BAGS
Nowadays shoulder bags can be seen a
lot. From the ‘90s worn by Sarah Jessica
Parker, up to now by celebs once again
like Bella Hadid and Kendall Jenner. Once
the models were seen wearing them,
shoulder bags were everywhere. They are
back and more popular than ever.
•

LEATHER COATS
Leather coats were a must-have. Stars
like Gwyneth Paltrow, Winona Ryder and
Kate Moss have all rocked the look. They
were also worn in TV shows and movies
like “Sex and the City” and “The Matrix”.
•
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Here are some celebrity fashion trends from the ‘90s:

HAIR CLIPS
Another iconic look from the ‘90s
was wearing your hair in a claw clip.
At that time Jennifer Aniston wore this
hairstyle a lot, while filming “Friends”
as Rachel Green. In 2018 the famous
designer Alexander Wang brought
back the hair accessory, using it in his
runaway show.
•

SUNGLASSES
The small sunglasses were popular
back in the time when celebrities like
Lisa Bonet and Drew Barrymore wore
them. They made their comeback in
2017 when model Bella Hadid started
matching them with her outfits. Zoë
Kravitz has followed her mother Lisa
Bonet’s fashion taste and has also been
spotted many times with small or oval
glasses.
•

BIKE SHORTS
• Princess Diana, who was actually a
real fashion icon for her time, invented
the bike shorts trend. She was spotted
wearing them many times, combined with
oversized sweaters and white trainers.
Now big fans of bike shorts are celebrities
like the Kardashian-Jenners and Hailey
Baldwin. In 2017 the queen of catwalk
Naomi Campbell closed Virgil Abloh’s
show, which was a tribute to Lady Diana,
wearing bike shorts.
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INTERIOR DESIGN
by Ekaterina Trifonova
Interior
design
always
plays
an
important role in every house or any
other building. Something significant
is that people nowadays tend to pay
more attention to the inner look of
their homes than they did before.
Interior design is an area of specialization
in architecture which deals with the
planning and furnishing of interior
spaces in buildings. Its independence
as a profession dates back to the 20th
century. Unlike architecture, interior
design involves planning spaces in detail
and reassuring that an appealing and
hospitable atmosphere will be created.

Decorating secrets
Have you ever spontaneously decided
to change your room or even your
whole house, but without having any
idea where to start off with? Here are
some tips from experts which might
be able to help you.

•

Reuse what you already have

Using what you saved from the previous
interior design is not a bad idea at all. In fact, it
can make your new inner look more fashionable
and innovative.

•

Mix old and new decor

It is proved that old and modern accents make
a good combination. Moreover, this style gives
the space an alluring look.
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•

Make sure it all fits

•

Leave some blank space

It is of a great importance always
to measure your space and then
the furniture which is about to be
bought. If something does not fit,
then the money will be spent for
nothing.
Every room needs its own free
space. The interior of an overdecorated room is distracting to
the eye. Sometimes ‘the simpler
the better’ is the way to go.

What is modern nowadays?
Research shows that environmentally friendly
interiors have become extremely popular
with people nowadays. More and more home
owners put nature’s preservation as their
first priority. This is why antique and vintage
rugs appear to be mostly used in decorating.
Indoor gardens seem to be often preferred by
people who try to achieve mental health and
inner peace. Over and above that, people do
not hesitate to paint their doors darker. This
accent gives warmth and artistry.

Diving into the celebrity world
Dakota Johnson’s mid-century
modern home
She has always been a fan of gipsy lifestyle
and now, after becoming a successful
actress, she could finally visualize her
dream home. Dakota bought her house
four years ago after coming to the
conclusion that she must finally put down
roots and settle in as a normal human
being. Her residence was designed by
architect Carl Maston and is decorated
with vintage and French motives.

Inside Kylie Jenner’s hill house
When Kylie had decided to start building her
home, she was not of age and this was her first
grown-up house. Even at the beginning of her
career she had already known the exact interior
design she wanted. For Kylie it was really
important that her décor represents the way
she was feeling. What is more, she wanted a lot
of pink accents because that was her favourite
colour!
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GREEN BUILDINGS
by Aleksandra Dimitrova
Climate change has always been
happening on Earth, but the rapid
rate and the magnitude of climate
change occurring now are of great
concern worldwide. At times like
this, more and more importance is
being placed on a building’s “green”
credentials, as the impact of the
environment is having influence on
design and construction.
The concept of “green building” is
to minimise the negative effects of a
normal building on the environment,
meaning that they improve the quality
of life of people, preserve natural
resources and use less electricity.
Any building can become a green
one, it doesn’t matter if it is a house,
a school, a hospital, an office or
something else. They can be easily
transformed into a great ally to the
natural environment. A building can
be modified to use renewable energy
with solar panels, efficient usage of
water
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and electricity, minimising waste
and maximising reuse, improving
the air quality. Small changes to
improve the design of the building
play a role too.
Even though green buildings have
existed for many years, they are
still not a well known concept to
the majority of people. The idea
for ecological architecture was
invented by the American architect
Paul Soleri in the 1960s, but the
true start of green buildings is
considered to be in 1969, when
a book called “Design integrates
Nature” was published. Since then
the development of the design and
function has been worked on.
Today more than 140 000 green
buildings exist. They all meet
the international green building
standards, required to get a
certification. LEED, BREEAM and
DGNB play the biggest role when it
comes to these certifications.

•

What is LEED?

LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) is the most widely used green building
rating system in the world.

How does LEED work?

LEED projects earn points across nine basic areas
that address key aspects of green buildings:
1. Integrative process;
2. Location and transportation;
3. Sustainable sites;
4. Water efficiency;
5. Energy and atmosphere;
6. Materials and resources;
7. Indoor environmental quality;
8. Innovation;
9. Regional priority.

•

What is BREEAM?

BREEAM (Building Research
Establishment Environmental
Assessment Method), which is the
organisation that comes up with the
projects, infrastructure and buildings.

Photos by Dimana Stoyanova

• What is DGNB?
That is a German Sustainable
Building Council (DGNB –
Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Nachhaltiges Bauen), which
is responsible for the equality
between the environment, the
people and the commercial
viability.

With the help of those organisations green buildings are
continuing to be certified everyday and are raising the
standards of living in many countries.
The Bulgarian Green Building Council was created in
2009. Since then 54 green buildings have been built till 2017
in Bulgaria.
One of the most famous ones is Sofia’s 126-metre-high
Capital Fort business centre, which was not only voted the
Best Commercial High-Rise Architecture at the European
Property Awards 2017, but also features Knauf Insulation
products in the façade, partition walls, suspended ceilings and
underground garages.
There are countless ways to help the environment, but many
people think of small ways to do so and not the sustainable long- term solutions. The sole
existence of green building is to help the environment in the long run without interfering in
our everyday lives. It is reasonable to say that the future of architecture is in green buildings.
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Астрологията като наука за
човешките качества
от Максим Вителов

С

ъществуват 12 зодиакални знака и всеки знак има свои силни и слаби
страни, свои специфични черти, желания и отношение към живота
и хората. Чрез анализ на проекцията на подреждането на планетите и
Слънцето и Луната спрямо момента на раждането, астрологията може
да ни даде представа за основните характеристики, предпочитания,
недостатъци и страхове на човека.

В

секи от 12-те знака на хороскопа принадлежи на един от четирите
елемента - въздух, огън, вода и земя. Тези елементи представляват
основен тип енергия, която действа във всеки от нас. Астрологията има
за цел да ни помогне да фокусираме тези енергии върху положителните
аспекти и да придобием по-добро разбиране на нашия потенциал,
положителните ни черти и да се справим с негативните.

Т

ези четири елемента помагат за описанието на нашите качества,
свързани с астрологичните знаци. Четирите зодиакални елемента
оказват дълбоко влияние върху основните черти на характера, емоциите,
поведението и мисленето.

А

строспектите са четирите елемента, които включват огън (огнените
знаци са Овен, Лъв и Стрелец); земя (земните знаци са Телец, Дева
и Козирог); въздух (въздушните знаци са Близнаци, Везни и Водолей);
и вода (водните знаци са Рак, Скорпион и Риби). Най-общо казано,
огнените знаци са страстни и непримирими, земните знаци са практични
и педантични, въздушните знаци са интелектуални и любопитни, а
водните знаци са интуитивни и емоционални.

М

оже да се каже, че всеки един от нас има свой собствен характер,
свързан пряко с наталната карта и елементите, които са в нея. Все
пак не трябва да забравяме, че това не е единственото нещо, на което
трябва да се уповаваме, а че сами градим характера си и това кои сме.
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THE BERMUDA TRIANGLE MYSTERY
by Fiona Nikolova
Although science unravels the mysteries, this remains one of the most
exciting stories.Scientists have found that there are no UFOs, cyclops
and sea monsters in the area, but vast fields of natural gas, which,
together with the Gulf Stream during storms, form tornadoes, huge
waves and volcanic eruptions.

8390 meters is the deepest point in the Atlantic, which
is the Bermuda Triangle.

924 people died in accidents with planes or vessels in the
Bermuda Triangle area from 1800. so far.

50 is the total number of the missing ships, yachts and boats
in the area according to the encyclopedia “Britannica”.

17 planes and hydroplanes have disappeared in the area since

1945. As there are no exact statistics, the possibility is possible
that they may be 20.

1968 the American submarine USS SCORPION disappeared in

In
the area.

1492

In
Christopher Columbus reported a flame of fire falling into
the ocean, strange lights and anomalies with a compass. It is suspected
that she was hit by a Soviet patrol around Cuba.
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WAS VERSTECKT DIE NASA?
von Fiona Nikolova

D

as
Universum
ist
riesig
und
voller
Geheimnisse, die es vor der Menschheit verbirgt.
Und seit Beginn des intelligenten Lebens auf der Erde
haben wir die Sterne betrachtet und versucht, die Geheimnisse
zu verstehen.
Seit 1958 sendet die Nationale Luft- und Raumfahrtbehörde der
Vereinigten Staaten Satelliten, Astronauten, Sonden und gibt Millionen
aus, damit wir als normale Menschen auf der Erde wissen, was über
unseren Köpfen geht. Aber egal wie viel Wissen sie uns gibt, existiert
kaum eine andere Regierungsorganisation, die mehr Geheimnisse
hat. Alles kann auch immer am Himmel über uns passieren. Die
ersten Menschen, die jeder konsultiert, sind die Wissenschaftler der
Organisation. Sie haben das erste und vielleicht einzige Wort darüber,
ob wir auf dem Mond gelandet sind, ob es Außerirdische gibt, ob die
Menschheit jemals den Mars erreichen wird.
Aber mehr als einmal wurden NASA-Experten beim Lügen erwischt,
daher ist es kein Wunder, dass wir Menschen den Erklärungen, die sie
geben, oft nicht glauben.
Wenn wir in die Vergangenheit reisen, genauer gesagt am 21. Juli 1969,
werden wir feststellen, dass die Menschheit den Atem anhält, weil zum
ersten Mal eine unserer Spezies auf einem kosmischen Körper landet.
Das Archiv der NASA ist voll mit Filmmaterial aus der Apollo 11-Mission,
aber mit dem Fortschritt der Technologie und unserem Wissen über
den Weltraum schienen, sie dem Durchschnittsmenschen irgendwie
zunehmend unzuverlässig zu sein. Die NASA hat diese Anschuldigungen
lange Zeit als Verleumdung verurteilt, doch die Landung selbst wird live
im Fernsehen übertragen. Später mussten Experten jedoch zugeben,
dass die Bänder mit Aufnahmen vom Mond tatsächlich beschädigt und
mit anderen, weniger wichtigen Dingen neu geschrieben worden
waren. Daher waren sie gezwungen, nach Aufzeichnungen der
Sendung zu suchen, die CBS zu dieser Zeit sendete. Die
Apolo 11-Mission war wahrscheinlich keine Erfindung,
und Armstrong hat einen großen Schritt für
die Menschheit getan, aber dieser
16 Was versteckt die NASA?

Fall erschüttert grundlegend das
Vertrauen in die NASA, die, obwohl sie sich bemühen,
immer eingeholt wird. Es stellt sich heraus, dass die NASA
wusste, dass die Welt 2012 tatsächlich eine Katastrophe erleiden
könnte, als alle wegen der Maya-Vorhersage zitterten. Es stellte sich
als fast wahr heraus - 2012 war die Erde nur einen Schritt von einem
der stärksten Sonnenstürme entfernt, die jemals ausgebrochen sind. Wir
hatten einfach unmenschliches Glück und befanden uns etwas außerhalb
der Reichweite. Aber die NASA war sich sicher, dass es passieren würde,
und sie waren auf das Schlimmste vorbereitet- eine globale Katastrophe.
Eine der vielen Anschuldigungen gegen die NASA ist, dass sie die Existenz
von außerirdischem Leben verbirgt. Wenn jemand ein UFO erfasst oder
nur eine Theorie erzählt, die behauptet, Eindringlinge von einem anderen
Planeten gesehen zu haben, greifen Wissenschaftler sofort ein und sagen,
dass dies unmöglich ist. Aber was passiert, wenn der Satellit der NASA
selbst ein außerirdisches Objekt erfasst? Es ist schon oft passiert und die
Erklärung des seltsamen Phänomens ist immer unlogisch. Auf der Website
der Organisation können wir die Internationale Raumstation live verfolgen.
In den meisten Fällen ist es langweilig. Wenn Sie jedoch das Glück haben,
ein UFO überfliegen zu sehen, wird die Live-Übertragung unterbrochen.
Nach dem ersten derartigen Fall erklärte die NASA, dass ein Fehler in den
Kameras aufgetreten sei und dass dies zu einem Problem geworden sei.
Versteckt die NASA weitere Informationen über den Nordpol? Warum
umkreisen verdächtige Raketen die Erde? Wer weiß, wie viele Geheimnisse
die NASA noch vor uns verbirgt. Das einzig sichere, wenn wir über die
NASA sprechen, ist eines - die Wahrheit ist irgendwo da draußen...
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Und seit Beginn des intelligenten Lebens auf der Erde
haben wir die Sterne betrachtet und versucht, die Geheimnisse
zu verstehen.
Seit 1958 sendet die Nationale Luft- und Raumfahrtbehörde der
Vereinigten Staaten Satelliten, Astronauten, Sonden und gibt Millionen
aus, damit wir als normale Menschen auf der Erde wissen, was über
unseren Köpfen geht. Aber egal wie viel Wissen sie uns gibt, existiert
kaum eine andere Regierungsorganisation, die mehr Geheimnisse
hat. Alles kann auch immer am Himmel über uns passieren. Die
ersten Menschen, die jeder konsultiert, sind die Wissenschaftler der
Organisation. Sie haben das erste und vielleicht einzige Wort darüber,
ob wir auf dem Mond gelandet sind, ob es Außerirdische gibt, ob die
Menschheit jemals den Mars erreichen wird.
Aber mehr als einmal wurden NASA-Experten beim Lügen erwischt,
daher ist es kein Wunder, dass wir Menschen den Erklärungen, die sie
geben, oft nicht glauben.
Wenn wir in die Vergangenheit reisen, genauer gesagt am 21. Juli 1969,
werden wir feststellen, dass die Menschheit den Atem anhält, weil zum
ersten Mal eine unserer Spezies auf einem kosmischen Körper landet.
Das Archiv der NASA ist voll mit Filmmaterial aus der Apollo 11-Mission,
aber mit dem Fortschritt der Technologie und unserem Wissen über
den Weltraum schienen, sie dem Durchschnittsmenschen irgendwie
zunehmend unzuverlässig zu sein. Die NASA hat diese Anschuldigungen
lange Zeit als Verleumdung verurteilt, doch die Landung selbst wird live
im Fernsehen übertragen. Später mussten Experten jedoch zugeben,
dass die Bänder mit Aufnahmen vom Mond tatsächlich beschädigt und
mit anderen, weniger wichtigen Dingen neu geschrieben worden
waren. Daher waren sie gezwungen, nach Aufzeichnungen der
Sendung zu suchen, die CBS zu dieser Zeit sendete. Die
Apolo 11-Mission war wahrscheinlich keine Erfindung,
und Armstrong hat einen großen Schritt für
die Menschheit getan, aber dieser
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Fall erschüttert grundlegend das
Vertrauen in die NASA, die, obwohl sie sich bemühen,
immer eingeholt wird. Es stellt sich heraus, dass die NASA
wusste, dass die Welt 2012 tatsächlich eine Katastrophe erleiden
könnte, als alle wegen der Maya-Vorhersage zitterten. Es stellte sich
als fast wahr heraus - 2012 war die Erde nur einen Schritt von einem
der stärksten Sonnenstürme entfernt, die jemals ausgebrochen sind. Wir
hatten einfach unmenschliches Glück und befanden uns etwas außerhalb
der Reichweite. Aber die NASA war sich sicher, dass es passieren würde,
und sie waren auf das Schlimmste vorbereitet- eine globale Katastrophe.
Eine der vielen Anschuldigungen gegen die NASA ist, dass sie die Existenz
von außerirdischem Leben verbirgt. Wenn jemand ein UFO erfasst oder
nur eine Theorie erzählt, die behauptet, Eindringlinge von einem anderen
Planeten gesehen zu haben, greifen Wissenschaftler sofort ein und sagen,
dass dies unmöglich ist. Aber was passiert, wenn der Satellit der NASA
selbst ein außerirdisches Objekt erfasst? Es ist schon oft passiert und die
Erklärung des seltsamen Phänomens ist immer unlogisch. Auf der Website
der Organisation können wir die Internationale Raumstation live verfolgen.
In den meisten Fällen ist es langweilig. Wenn Sie jedoch das Glück haben,
ein UFO überfliegen zu sehen, wird die Live-Übertragung unterbrochen.
Nach dem ersten derartigen Fall erklärte die NASA, dass ein Fehler in den
Kameras aufgetreten sei und dass dies zu einem Problem geworden sei.
Versteckt die NASA weitere Informationen über den Nordpol? Warum
umkreisen verdächtige Raketen die Erde? Wer weiß, wie viele Geheimnisse
die NASA noch vor uns verbirgt. Das einzig sichere, wenn wir über die
NASA sprechen, ist eines - die Wahrheit ist irgendwo da draußen...
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THE FIGHT FOR THE LIFE OF OUR OWN PLANET
by Fiona Nikolova

It is a fact that for the fifth year in a row entrepreneurs from Canada, Australia and the
United Kingdom have been selling bottles of fresh air. In the most polluted cities in the
world- Beijing and New Delhi, this business is the most successful, but orders come
from all over China. The world’s most populous country is also the largest polluter
on the planet, along with India, Pakistan and Bangladesh. With this Asian industrial
revolution, is there any chance for the planet at all?
Will greed and exploitation defeat us all or will new technologies rearrange the
boundaries of Earth’s influence? Scientists are achieving encouraging success in
the battle for ecological balance. While the European Union is restricting the use of
plastics, a good approach is to take a look at countries like Japan and Switzerland.
There are so many theories about the fate of our planet, including some more disturbing
scenarios such as an asteroid impact on Earth. The reassuring thing is that there
are already technologies that can avoid a collision. The eruption of the Yellowstone
volcano also has the potential to become a cataclysm on a planetary scale.
But it is no coincidence that Stephen Hawking called on humanity to harness its full
potential and seek a new planet, a new home where we can continue our existence.
A similar thesis was recently developed by the world-famous physicist Michio Kaku.
According to him, the time has come because hurricanes and disasters have never
been so fierce against people. Unfortunately, some climatologists also manage to cause
panic. They claim that the countdown to humanity has begun. These, based on the
assertion that we only have a few years left on this planet, are common.
Numerous experiments, which are very promising to lead to a solution, are being
conducted. Attempts to produce fuels from algae are also successful. Bearing in mind
that the water in the world’s oceans is unlimited, we can imagine what a new world
with clean energy we can build.
It is no coincidence that teams around the world are vying to build various mininuclear power plants, some of which have the highest levels of safety. Their principles
of operation are different, but, according to many scientists, they have a huge potential
to provide cheap and abundant energy in the future.
Thanks to such projects and future discoveries, humanity has every chance to rebuild
our home. However, all in no way overturns Stephen Hawking’s recommendation that
humanity starts looking for a new home on another planet just in case. According to
some data, Venus has some potential to shelter humans, but in a certain scenario we
may find ourselves with many new prospective home planets.
A scientific theory predicts that in about 4 billion years, the Sun will begin to swell and
gradually turn into a red giant. Gradually, its heat will increase and reach the currently
icy satellites of gas giants such as Jupiter and Saturn, all the way to the lifeless and
frozen world of the dwarf planet Pluto. It is assumed that, thanks to the warmer
climate, there is a chance to create suitable conditions for future people. There is hope.
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ANIMALS WITH THE MOST PAINFUL BITE

by Fiona Nikolova

The 5 minutes of agony if you are stung by Pepsini (Tarantula hawk)
The pain is so severe that it is best to lie on the ground and wait for the horror
to end. During this time you can scream at will, but this is unlikely to help you.
This is the shocking story of the wretches who stood in the way of the wasp
called the tarantula hawk. It is found in the warm parts of all continents. The
good news is that she is not aggressive at all- she only attacks when she feels
seriously threatened. However, these are the longest five minutes in the life of
anyone stung by this wasp. Her attack was categorized with the highest fourth
degree of pain. According to a scientist, the tarantula hawk will make you
experience blinding, cruel and shockingly intense agony. This species of insect
may be scary to humans, but it is a real horror for tarantulas, hence the name.
The wasp stung the spider to paralyze it and lay only one larva on its body. She,
in turn, drills a hole in the spider’s body and slowly begins to feed on its entrails.
It’s as if the head explodes when bitten by an Australian spider
It’s as if a hot blade gets
stuck in your foot when
you perform your simple
operation of putting on your
shoes. The black widow
spider injected its venom
quietly and inexorably. It
is no coincidence that the
hourglass striker with a
red spot in the shape of an
hourglass instills fear among
millions of people around the
world. Atrax robustus brings
much more terrible suffering.
He knits his nets in the shape
of a funnel. Fortunately, it is
located only in Australia- in
the area around the city of
Sydney.
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The stone fish strikes with 13 pinches
Again off the coast of Australia we can find the next animal, the sting of which
causes blinding pain and often death. As an excellent master of camouflage,
she lies on the ocean floor and disguised as an ordinary stone, patiently
waiting for her prey. This dangerous enemy has 13 deadly spikes on its back,
which it uses as protection from predators. One wrong step on the seabed
and the spikes inject poison into the victim’s body.
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A bullet ant can make you prefer death
A seemingly ordinary black ant is capable of a sting, the pain of which can lead you to
suicide. This is the ant bullet. It is the insect that has the most painful sting according to
Justin Smith’s classification of pain. Her name was not chosen by chance. Most people
who have experienced this sting describe it as being pierced by a bullet. The worst thing
for the victim here is that the pain stays with extremely strong intensity sometimes for
more than 24 hours. That is why it is claimed that it is possible for a person stung by a
bullet ant to commit suicide.
The strongest poison in the world lurks silently in the depths
Encountering a jellyfish is a nightmare for most people. The most dangerous specimen
among the thousands of species of transparent firs is definitely the cuboid jellyfish.
Its venom is defined as the strongest on earth. According to biologists, 30 ml of it can
cause the death of 60 people. Often the cause of death is pain. Agony leads to panic,
and it leads to loss of control into the ocean. Many of the victims who managed to reach
the shore found the tentacles of the jellyfish stuck to the skin and continuing to release
poison into the body.

Drawing by Dalia Georgieva
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HOMO SAPIENS AGAINST

THE NEANDERTHALS
by Fiona Nikolova
Secure and sophisticated methods
and technologies for dating DNA
from 46,000 years ago, extracting
genetic material from tooth and
even clay, have led to an epochmaking discovery. The species
Homo sapiens, whose descendants
we are, has coexisted peacefully
with the Neanderthals for 8,000
years. Until recently, it was
assumed that they vanished with
our appearance, but research in the
cave Bacho Kiro, located west of
Dryanovo Monastery, proves that
the two species lived in dynamic
equilibrium. From time to time they
fought, from time to time they fell
in love and had children. Now, for
some reason, the Neanderthals are
disappearing and we are surviving.
The new culture remains with a
new approach to the production

Scientists have found that the
two species alternated living in a
cave, but not simultaneously. This
is the period of intensive human
settlement in Europe, which began
somewhere before 41-48 thousand
years ago. Then there were no more
than 15-20 thousand Neanderthals
and Homo sapiens. They were rare
and could not be found for years
if they hunted within a radius of
about 500 km, but these are exactly
what they found. This is confirmed
by DNA analysis of the remains of
Homo sapiens. Scientists have found
that the two groups competed,
sometimes fighting for prey, but this
did not prevent them from crossing
every so often. However, Homo
sapiens has behavior that is many
times superior to its competitors.

of stone tools, with new behavior The first big difference can
and willingness to work in a team. be biological or genetic, as the

Neanderthals are less adaptable
to the environment, climate and
animals.
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The Neanderthals settled more than
once from Europe to Asia, reaching as
far as Siberia, but did not adapt and
disappeared. According to her, the
reasons are not only cultural, but also
biological. The Neanderthal is thought
to have vanished, but it has become
a part of us. It is assumed that his
genetic inheritance cannot decrease and
disappear, it is permanent.
The second difference, important for
our survival, is that our ancestors lived
in groups and helped each other- аn
invaluable skill, especially when caring
for food and chasing some wild cattle.

They hunted in groups of between 7
and 10 people, but sometimes more.
Another significant difference with
the Neanderthals- Homo sapiens tried
to improve in everything. For the
first time, without a doubt, there are
spearheads that have been driven into
animals (deer, wild boars).
Homo sapiens were distinguished
by their style of thinking, they were
already developing abstract thinking.
They were curious, interested in
everything. For example, they were
managing to create some of their tools
and weapons from horns and bones.

After they discovered fire, they began to heat up and in the winter, they
stood in the light. According to scientists, without a doubt, this was a
huge advantage and a factor in the survival of the species. They studied in
which period which trees were most suitable, which branches ignited the
fastest, with which they could better maintain it. They had better knowledge
than us, because their lives depended on it. Mastering the fire element
predetermines another big difference between the two types and that is the
rapid adaptation to the conditions. In the same climate, some stay warm and
bright in the cave, others die of cold and hunger.
In a nutshell, Homo sapiens are proving to be more adaptable to the changing
environment, with new strategies, inventions, techniques. They also had a
key ingenuity. Their great curiosity about the world connects them with us.
They travelled in the unknown. Many of them drowned, but eventually
reached distant lands. This is the greatest superiority and guarantee of the
success of Homo sapiens. In the same way one learns about space. He goes
into nothingness to get to know the universe.
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Fakten zum 11. September
von Fiona Nikolova

2.977 Menschen wurden getötet, darunter 2.753 in New York,
184 in Washington und 40 in Shanksville, Pennsylvania.
1,8 Millionen Tonnen gereinigter Abfall.
20% mehr Babys 9 Monate nach den Anfällen.
3051 Kinder verloren ihre Eltern.
100

Tage wurden die Flammen in New York gelöscht.

2 Billionen Sachschäden, einschließlich der Kosten für Flugzeuge,
Türme, Infrastruktur und Räumung.

Wertvolle Gemälde und Skulpturen mit einem Wert von 110

Millionen US-Dollar sind seit den Anschlägen verschwunden.
In 102 Minuten fielen die Zwillingstürme.
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THE HEALTHIEST WAY TO LOSE WEIGHT
by Kalina Naydenova
One of the hottest topics nowadays, especially
during quarantine, is losing weight. People are
looking for the healthiest way to achieve weight
loss and to keep the results for a longer period of
time. If you want to lose weight, you need to know
that it can be a very slow process. There’s almost no
way one can lose weight for a few days and keep the
results permanently.
It’s important to know that the process isn’t
about starving yourself and going on extreme
diets. This can cause problems with your hunger
and most importantly with mental health. The real
key to finding and maintaining a healthy weight is a
healthy lifestyle.

The first thing one should do is focus not
only on physical activity, but also on food
habits. Many people believe that working
out 5 days a week at least is the key to
successful weight loss. But researches have
found that exercise alone isn't as effective
for weight loss as dietary. The combination
of both things leads to achieving those goals.
We did research on that topic too. Most of
the results were quite similar.
Generally speaking, the healthiest way to
lose weight is combining healthy eating and
exercise. Some think that removing all of the
unhealthy foods completely from our diet
and starving instead is key to success.
I went through that experience last
summer when I got obsessed with the idea
of looking skinny and working out, which
brought me to starvation. This caused
me problems with both my physical and
mental health. In the end I decided to
change my way of living and find balance.
I can say that this decision helped me
reach positive results instantly.
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Interview with Angel Zaharinov
by Adriana Pavlova

Today we will be talking about the life of one
of the most famous bulgarian photographersAngel Zaharinov.

Hello, Angel!
Hello! Nice to meet you!
If you had to take a picture of yourself, how
would you look from the side and what
would you put an accent on?
For certain, I would emphasize my face,
because portraits are my weakness. I
imagine the picture to be black and white
and very detailed!
When did your lust for this delicate fine
profession begin?
7-8 years ago, when I started getting
impressed by the interesting colors of the
sky. I loved shooting the sunset which was
lighting up the clouds. Over the years my
interest has changed and I have reinvented
portrait photography.
Describe yourself with 3 of your traits that
make you different.
Еxternal or internal?
It doesn’t matter- something that makes you
different.
Very empathic, ideological and purposeful.
Qualities in every single person, but
it’s important whether they have been
manifested.
Great! What type of student were you?
Non-learner. I didn’t like to go to school and
knew that I didn’t fit there. However, I wrote
incredible essays. Teachers still remember
me with that.
What was your first camera?
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It was one very tiny Canon with built-in lens.
It took pretty bad pictures, but I definitely
enjoyed using it. Еspecially when I focused
on an object and the background smeared,
then I felt like I was doing the greatest photography, ha-ha!

How would you describe the feeling of
standing behind the lens?
Inspiring.
How do you spend your free time?
Mostly, processing photos. But I enjoy
watching movies and eating.
What are you dreaming of?
You will see when I achieve it.
Have you ever felt worried that the result
of a frame will not be what you were
expecting?
Yes, I have experienced it. Sometimes
things just don’t work out.
What’s your motto?
You can be anything!
What inspires you the most?
Where do you find your ideas?
Other artists and music. I am often inspired
by foreign artists or simply artists I admire
in general.
Do you feel love?
Too much.
What is the one quality a person must have
in order to be your friend?
To be positive...
But not for COVID-19!
Yes, if it’s possible!
Friday night- do you go out with friends or
do you stay home?
I prefer to stay at home.
It is a part of your job to take pictures of
celebrities. Are they too capricious?
In fact, no, they’re all exceptional
professionals who work easily and quickly.
Where would you like to develop? Here or
abroad?
Here and abroad, I’m a maximalist. Besides,
nothing stops me from travelling.
What’s your favorite destination?
Italy. Very dreamy, definitely my dearest
one.
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How much time do you spend processing
a photo? Would you define yourself as a
perfectionist?
It always depends on the frame, but on average
about 30-40 min. I’m a perfectionist for sure,
I always pay attention to the smallest details,
because my experience with fast work and
finding couscous after a fact was common.
What’s your most successful project?
I think everyone is successful in different
things. I learn a lot in the process of working.
What about the worst project you have ever
done?
There isn’t one at the moment.

What’s your favourite picture?
I don’t have a favourite one, I don’t even like most of them. I always think it could have been
better. This is not the best quality, but it has its positive sides, because it keeps me going.
And lastly, how do you see yourself in five years?
I see myself as a successful person.
It was very nice to meet you and thank you for your time!
I must thank you for your time too! I’d love to see a magazine that includes this interview.
I wish you good luck and a great day!
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Interview with Madi Ayton

by Radina Trifonova

Where are you from?
I am originally from Australia.
How old are you?
I am 19 years old.
Where have you studied and what?
I had trained at a full-time ballet school
for 5 years before I moved overseas to
pursue my dancing career.
When and why have you started
dancing?
I started dancing at 3 years old,
originally because my mum decided
to sign me up for classes. But then I
continued because I loved to perform on
stage and I wanted to be a professional
dancer.
Do you have a favorite dance or
performance?
I don’t think I have a favorite one, I
really enjoy all types and styles of dance;
I couldn’t pick one.

When and how have you decided you
want to dance in “Moulin Rouge”?
I decided I wanted to audition for the
“Moulin Rouge”, because I wanted a
change. My main focus has been ballet for
as long as I can remember.
Ballet is very disciplined, which is great,
but I wanted more freedom.
Can you tell us how your rehearsals in
“Moulin Rouge” go?
The rehearsals are straightforward. Once
you are in the show, you have one rehearsal
a month just to correct anything that has
been noticeable in the shows and work on
our technique for the cancan.
Does your family support you?
Yes! My family is my biggest support!
Do you have time for yourself?
Yes, as we start work at 7:30pm every day.
We have all day free to do what we need
and run errands and I also like to grab a
coffee or watch a movie at that time.
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What else do you love doing?
I am really fond of meeting up with my
friends and just enjoying Paris since we
get to see it during the day. It’s nice to
walk around and admire the beautiful
architecture.
Have you ever considered stopping
dancing?
Yes, I feel at this point in any dancer’s
career they have considered stopping.
It’s a very hard profession and only
a few people have the dedication and
will power to push through the hard
times and keep going.
Is it hard to dance with those
gorgeous, but really big and probably
heavy hats and constructions?
Yes! It takes a while to get used to it;
when I first tried the headpieces and
backpacks on, I thought, ‘How am I
going to dance?!’, but you get used to
it and forget about it.

I am sure that there is always something
that goes wrong. Will you tell me a funny
story on the stage or backstage?
I remembered this one time during the cancan
where I was doing a step called the ‘pila man’,
which is where you have a partner and you're
spinning around with one leg up. I got so dizzy
that when we stopped, I fell over and then
couldn’t stand up because my foot got stuck in
my costume.
Dancing in the „Moulin Rouge” seems like a
utopian dream to me. Is the talent the most
important thing and what qualities must
one person have to be one of the dancers in
„Moulin Rouge”?
I think one really important thing when dancing
in the “Moulin Rouge” is your individuality.
We all have our own special touches, which I
think is great, but, saying that, we still work as
a team. Apart from that, being dedicated is key,
because this job is hard, but we are all like one
big family.
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Radina Trifonova is also a pationate
dancer
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Original photo by Daria Rom
on Unsplash
Piece by Maya Minkova
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ДУШЕВНО ЗДРАВЕ
от Мария Щайнмюлер и Юлияна Стефанова

Д

ушевното ни здраве оказва влияние върху всичко, дори
на начина ни на живот. То включва нашето емоционално,
психическо и социално състояние. В какво положение
се намира душевното здраве на човек може да се проследи по
поведението му под стрес, както и по решенията, които взима.

Душевното здраве е от голямо значение
през всеки етап от живота ни:
•
•
•

Взаимоотношенията с хората;
Продуктивността през деня;
Състоянието
на
физическото
здраве.
Фактори, които могат да окажат
лошо влияние на душевното здраве:
•
•
•

Биологични фактори;
Житейски преживявания;
Семейна история.

В живота често се чувстваме притиснати, било то от училищната,
домашната или социалната среда, или при взимането на важни решения.
Заболявания на психиката могат да бъдат причинени при неправилно
функциониране на мозъка. В такъв случай може да се окаже, че една
или повече от неговите дейности са прекъснали длъжността си.
Симптоми могат да бъдат проблеми със съня, приповдигната или
слаба емоционалност и/или прекалено фокусиране над негативни
ситуации. Ако такива явления се проявяват в живота на човек, той
може да страда от психическа болест.
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Все пак е важно да се знае, че тя може да бъде излекувана. Разбира се,
няма конкретни лечения както при физическите травми, но съществуват
редица от ефективни методи. Хората със заболяване на психиката са
способни да се възстановят и да живеят дълго и пълноценно.

Ако доловите подобни симптоми, от голямо значение е:
•

•

да се консултирате със
специалист, който да ви
постави конкретна диагноза
и начин за справянето с нея;
много е важно да не стигате
сами до заключения, че сте
душевно болни, без да сте
чули професионално мнение;
да не се затваряте в себе
си и да го пренебрегвате.
Игнорирането на проблема
го прави по-голям и потруден за преборване;

•

да не го криете от близките
си- именно те могат да
ви бъдат много голяма
опора и водеща роля към
справянето с психични
проблеми;

•

да не изпитвате срам или
страх, че хората могат да ви
помислят за луди. Здравето
ви е в пъти по-важно от
чуждото мнение.

За съжаление в днешно време темата за душевното здраве
често продължава да се пренебрегва, макар от друга страна да
има значителен прогрес. За обществото е важно да осъзнае, че
мозъкът е епицентър на съществуването на човешкия индивид,
а когато той не е в изправност, нищо останало не може да бъде.
Затова ако ваш близък води борба с психическо заболяване,
бъдете до него и му оказвайте подкрепа, а ако вие самите се
опитвате да го надвиете, не се колебайте да приемате помощ от
хората, които са загрижени за вас.
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WHY SHOULD STUDENTS PLAY SPORTS?
by Polina Krasteva

In Bulgarian schools PE classes are neglected and we don’t
have a suitable playing base. The busy daily routine doesn’t
allow students to spend extra time training. This article will
present several reasons to consider whether it is a good
idea to include sports in your schedule.

1.

Self-Confidence and Emotional Benefits

Many teenagers do not like their appearance and this affects their lives.
Sport will certainly have a positive impact on their bodies, which will
probably raise their self-confidence. It will also help them get rid of
negative emotions and make them calmer.

2

Better sleep

Consuming energy during the day can definitely improve sleep,
which many people have a problem with.

3.

Agility, balance and coordination

Physical qualities will improve, which is not superfluous in life.

4.

Discipline

Sport helps build discipline and order.

5.

Just feels good

There are many options for physical activity. You can also
just go to the gym. If you want to, you will make it. Be active!
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Drawing by Magdalena-Juliana Krasteva
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EVERYDAY HABITS THAT ARE HARMING YOUR SPINE
AND HOW TO PREVENT THAT
by Fiona Nikolova
Did you know that the way you get out of bed in the morning can affect
your spine and lead to horrible pain? Or that bending down to pick up
your keys can have horrible consequences for your back? These are
things we know are happening, but most people do not realise it, because
it goes on for years. It is largely because of posture when it comes to
keeping our spine where it needs to be. Doctors who have examined
the necks of teenagers with x-rays found out that the deterioration is
equivalent to somebody who’s been working at a job for 20 years (for
example: a dentist- someone, who is bent down all the time).
STARTING RIGHT AWAY.....
1. It is 6 am. You need to get out of bed. Your back is very vulnerable
in the morning, because your discs fill up with fluid during the nightthe reason why we are all taller in the morning. This is how the discs
survive- with the fluid they get nutrients. During the day it rushes
out the older fluid and waste platters go out. This process is called
INHIBITION. Getting up in the morning can be quite dangerous
when done the wrong way. You have two options: you can roll over
onto your side (the LOWER and UPPER body together), push your
legs off the edge and use the elbow to push up. The point of this is
to keep your back straight the whole time. The second alternative
is for people who already have a lot of pain in their back- you slide
over onto your stomach and bring the foot off, keeping your back
straight once again.
2. The next thing is to get the back moving, to do some exercise, which
is also promoting good posture. For example, you can start doing
some rotations while you are still in bed. It may look like you are
just moving your hip spread, but the back is turning too! You get all
those facet joints to move.
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3.

Supporting your back is very important, especially if you are in
a car (although some have a built in lumbar support) or if you are
sitting on your desk for a long period of time. There are quite a few
options- taking a towel roll and taping it up can save you a lot of time
and money- just put it right about the belt line. It is immediate back
support and you will feel good. A thin piece of foam will also get the
job done.
TIP: This is very useful if you are sitting on a couch!

4. Control your environment! What does that mean? If you have items
that you commonly use, don’t put them in places where you have to
bend down to get them. You want to keep commonly used itemsat the
level between your shoulder and your waist. This also goes out for
heavier products and items, even if you do not use them as often.
5. Do you use a laptop on a daily basis? Of course you do. But answer this
question for yourself: Do you bring your head forward to the screen
when you are working? If the answer is yes, then this is something
you should correct as well. The easiest thing is to take your screen
and raise it up- use books or boxes for this, they can be good stands.
A cordless keyboard, which costs about 20$, should also solve the
problem.
6. Ugh, you have dropped your phone, how annoying! Time to pick it up...
but wait! If you are going for a straight leg lift, where you don’t bend
your knees, then you should maybe try to change your ways. Putting
force into picking something up can be very harmful to your back,
especially since it becomes a daily habit. Try to use your imagination
for this one: one thing you don’t want to do is to bend and twist your
back. This can happen as you are vacuuming or shovelling. If you want
to lift things the right way, you should keep your back straight,
bend down with your knees and focus on your abs area tightening up.
What do you think? Is it possible to keep track with all this everyday?
Although it seems pointless to some people, it is going to save you a lot
of time and pain. Try these tips at home, even while you are reading this
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GLORY OF THE SCHOOL VOLLEYBALL
TEAM
PAST AND PRESENT
by Tsvetelin Stanev
To be placed in the Top 5 in the country in any sports competition is
something not every school has achieved, but that is not the case with
our volleyball team.
4 years ago, our school became first in Varna and took their next step
to the region tournament. There they became 2nd, but still continued
to the republican competition, where they placed 4th. It is worth mentioning that the Top 3 were all professional clubs.
When it comes to the current team, we have rather skilled players and
it will be a shame if the school tournament isn’t held this year.

PE teacher:

Kalina Gerogieva

Names of the players from the 2016/2017 season
Volleyball: Vlado Chanov, Mihail Markov, Ivan Atanasov, Martin
Yovtchev, Daniel Petkov, Nikola Sopov, Emil Stoev, Hristo Kalamerov,
Momchil Stanishev, Vasil Nedkov
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GOLD MEDALS AT THE FOOTBALL
MUNICIPAL CHAMPIONSHIP
“VARNA CUP”
by Stamen Tsonev
Our school can boast many sports
achievements, not only in the
volleyball tournaments, but also in
other sports.
A good example for this are the first
places in the football and streetball municipal championship "Varna Cup"- 2017. The tournament was
held in April and our teams’ performance was
superb. In the teams participated
mainly students from 11th and 12th
grade and one from the 10th grade.

Names of the players from the 2016/2017 season
Football: Luboslav Ivanov- 12b, Petar Tonev- 12b, Ivan Petrov- 12b, Plamen
Hristov- 12j, Lubomir Dimitrov- 12a, Georgi Milchev- 11d, Julian Atanasov- 11d,
Vladislav Stoev- 11d

Streetball:

Jordan Vitkinov-12a
Petar Rusanov- 12b
Kaloqn Ivanov- 10g

PE teacher:

Nikolai Vasilev
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The benefits of guitar playing
by Magdalena-Juliana Krasteva
Dear readers,
In this article I am going to provide you with some useful and riveting information
about guitar playing. I have been playing this instrument for only a year and a half now,
but I am willing to share my personal experience with you, along with advice from my
teacher and other professionals on the internet.

•

F

•

S

•

B

•

A

Why guitar playing?

irst of all, the guitar is one of the most used instruments in any type of music.
Wouldn’t you be on cloud nine if you were able to play some of your favourite
songs?
econd, it is motivational and brings you personal satisfaction. Seeing your
progress with time will make you keep going and achieve the goals you have
set for yourself.
eing able to play this musical instrument makes you stand out. Who wouldn’t
like to have a friend that can play the guitar and lighten up the atmosphere at
any group gathering?
nother advantage of the guitar is that, unlike other instruments- for instance,
piano, it is portable. So, even if you have to switch apartments or even cities
or countries, you will always have the opportunity to take the guitar with you
without much effort.

From left to right: Boyan Katsarov, Stamen Tsonev and
Yavor Zhelyazkov from the group Lost Frequency
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A

•

part from all the above-mentioned benefits, the positive influence of guitar playing
has been scientifically proven. A study at the University of Zurich concluded that
the areas of the brain responsible for memory were stimulated while playing the guitar.
This relates to both cognitive and muscle memory.

•

T

•

I

he act of guitar playing can be deeply therapeutic. A study from the Mind-Body
Wellness Center and Loma Linda University School of Medicine and Applied
Biosystems found that playing an instrument has a big positive impact on stress levels.
While playing, you can immerse yourself into a whole different world full of happiness,
love and passion. So, next time when you stress over an important exam at school, you
should probably pick up your guitar and play a few chords.
n comparison with many other temporary things in life, guitar playing can last forever if you
become fond of it. Hence, devoting yourself to such an activity is definitely worth the try.

Tips for beginners
•

We all want to play our beloved songs right away,
but there are some guitar fundamentals that should
be taken into account first. For starters: learn how
to read notes and tabs. Both are of great use, especially
the notes, considering that the strings themselves are
referred to as notes. Another mandatory exercise is practising scales.
Yes, they look dull compared to all the pop or rock hits, but they are key
when it comes to the speed of playing and orientation on the fretboard.
Otherwise, your overall progress will be much slower. In addition,
practise your musical hearing by, for example, trying to recognise which
notes or common chords someone is playing in a song. You could also
make a friend play some for you while you are not looking.
•

•

You are not in a rush! Choose songs and exercises that correspond to
your level of playing and master them before you move on to the more
complex ones. You will eventually get where you want to, don’t worry!
A common mistake that beginners make is playing the wrong notes or
not all notes from the chords in their wish to catch up with the tempo of
the song. That surely is a no-no! Break down the song to short parts, play
the original music in half the speed and play along with it. Once you get
confident with that, you can increase the tempo.
•
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If you happen to make a mistake while performing in front of an
audience, do not stop playing! Most of the people
wouldn’t even notice a false chord, but you will certainly
catch everyone’s attention (and not in a good way)
if you chicken out, so ignore the mistake and move on.

...even more tips!
•

W

•

A

•

arming up your wrists and fingers before playing is of crucial importance. Practising
straight away may lead to pain in those parts of the body and prevent you from playing.
Apart from that, keeping good posture is also a must. Understandably, you will have to lean
forward slightly in order to see what you are playing, but try to keep your back and shoulders
as straight as possible. As you improve with time, the need to lean forward will decrease.
false statement is that people
should strum as fast as possible
with their right hand in order to play
faster, while actually the real speed
comes from the left hand. The key
to playing fast with your right hand
is keeping your prick as close to the
string as possible. In this way, you
drastically reduce the distance your
hand has to travel to hit the strings.
If you have to play a riff on only
one string, you should just quickly
move the prick from one side of
the string to the other, without any
unnecessary movements. Think of it
as having to touch the string, no ‘go
through’ it.

I

f you have the desire to play, but
don’t have enough money for
private lessons, don’t give up! There
are tons of free courses online
that can help you. One of the best
guitarists I have seen on YouTubeCameron Cooper, is completely
self-taught. Another thing: under no
circumstances should you compare
yourself with others! Everyone
learns differently and seeing others
succeed faster should not discourage
you. Anything can be achieved with
dedication, persistence and hard
work.
I hope that at least one of the above-mentioned facts and tips has been
of great use to you.
Enjoy playing your instrument!
Side note: I have used the website w w w.libertyparkmusic.com to get the
information about the scientific sur veys on guitar playing.
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Memes
von Maya Minkova
Unsere Generation ist zurzeit die bunteste und eigenartigste– alles von
dem vielfältigen Musik- und Kleidungsstil, bis zu den total abweichenden
Weltanschauungen gilt als revolutionär und widerspricht die bisher herrschenden
Kulturnormen. Was uns aber ganz und gar von unseren Eltern unterscheidet, ist
nämlich unserer Sinn für Humor und insbesondere seine Ausdrucksweise, die
sogenannten Memes, die ein Kennzeichen der Jugendkultur sind. Ihre Geschichte
stammt aber von viel früher als ihr es euch vielleicht einbilden.
Der Begriff “Meme“ bezeichnet in
Wirklichkeit eine Idee, Verhaltensweise
oder einen Stil, was zu einem Trend
geworden ist und von Person zu
Person
(normalerweise
innerhalb
einer Kultur oder Volksschicht)
weitergegeben wird, normalerweise
irgendwelche symbolische Bedeutung
behaltend und bestimmten Phänomen
darstellend. Diejenige, die das Konzept
von Memes akzeptieren, betrachten
es als eine kulturelle Entsprechung
der menschlichen Gene im Vergleich
zu ihren Fähigkeiten, sich selber
zu replizieren und zu wandeln.
Das ursprünglich griechische Wort
,,mimema‘‘, davon das eigentliche Wort
kommt, bedeutet ,,Nachgeahmtes‘‘.
Erstmals in einem komplett unterschiedlichen Kontext benutzt, erschien der
Begriff 1976 im Buch ,,Das egoistische Gen‘‘ von Richard Dawkins, der damit diese
Gene beschrieb, die Menschen untereinander durch Imitation weiterverbreiten.
Nach Dawkins besitzt der später entstandener Internetphänomen, im Folge
der Ende des 20. Jahrhunderts stattgefundeden digitalen Revolution, eine
ähnliche Bedeutung. Als das erste moderne Meme unserer Zeit wird “Leave
Britney Alone” anerkannt, gibt es aber eine Behauptung, dass das allererste
Meme schon 1921 geschöpft wurde (also vor genau 100 Jahren). Es wurde in
einer Satirezeitschrift veröffentlicht und benutzt eine der berühmtesten Meme
Vorlage– ‚,Expectations vs Reality‘‘.
“Was ist aber eine Meme Vorlage?”, werdet ihr fragen. Eine Meme Vorlage
könnte ein Foto, eine Collage oder eine Phrase sein, das sich mit der Zeit
durchgesetzt hat und regelmäßig gebraucht wird. Als Vorlagen werden am
häufigsten einprägsame oder amüsante Szenen aus populären Filmen, Videos,
Comics u.a. angewendet.
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Es existieren auch die sogenannten ,,Snowclones‘‘, die eine Art von
phraseologischen Vorlagen sind, bei denen man, ähnlich zum “fill-in-theblank” Spiel, seine eigenen Varianten von Memes erstellen kann (ein gutes
Beispiel ist nämlich ,,Expectations vs Reality"). Meme Vorlagen, die bei dem
breiten Publikum einen besonders guten Ruf haben, sind ,,Drake hotline bling‘‘,
,,Distracted boyfriend‘‘, ,,Two buttons‘‘, ,,Woman yelling at a cat‘‘, ,,Always has
been‘‘ und zahlreiche andere. Aus der Kreativität der Menschen ergibt sich
eine beträchtliche Vielfalt von Memes und auf dieser Art und Weise werden
sie nicht abwechslungslos und langweilig. Es passiert aber manchmal, dass eine
Vorlage so mainstream wird, dass sie bald ausgenutzt wird und kann nicht mehr
ihre ursprüngliche Rolle erfüllen– witzig zu sein und Lachen hervorzurufen,
sondern wird zum Augenverdrehen. Solche nennen wir ,,dead memes‘‘. Der
logische Gegensatz dazu sind die ,,dank memes‘‘, indem das Wort ,,dank‘‘ auf
Jugendsprache als ,,ausgezeichnet‘‘ oder ,,cool‘‘ verstanden wird. Im Laufe der
Zeit hat die Wortverbindung ,,dank meme‘‘ jedoch eine abweichende Bedeutung
bekommen– damit kennzeichnet man ein außergewöhnlich einzigartiges oder
eigenartiges Meme, das manchmal an den Unsinn grenzt. Meistenfalls sind sie
im ersten Augenblick absichtlich verblüffend und reizend. Ein großer Teil aller
Memes basiert sich natürlich auf der Benutzung vom schwarzen Humor.

Die Buntheit der Meinungen, Ideen und Anschauungen ist auch einer der
wichtigsten Gründe, warum die Memes so gut wie ein Kulturphänomen
geworden sind – sie ergeben sich nicht nur als eine Art Vergnügung, sondern
verbinden auch die Menschen, die dieserart eine gemeinsame Beziehung zu
einander finden, und tragen zur Toleranz und gegenüberseitiger Akzeptanz.
Sich durch Memes auszudrücken ist ein Merkmal unserer Generation, das
gewöhnlich der Erwachsene etwas schwerfallen kann zu verstehen. Das Ziel
dieses Artikels ist, sowohl den vorigen Generationen unserer Ausdrucksweise
zu widmen, als hoffentlich auch irgendjemandes Allgemeinwissen zu
bereichern.
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HORROR GAMES

EIN KLASSIKER, DER VIEL MEHR ALS JUMPSCARES IST

von Fiona Nikolova

H

orror-Spiel ist ein Videospiel-Genre, das sich auf Horror-Fiktion konzentriert
und normalerweise dazu gedacht ist, den Spieler zu erschrecken. Im Gegensatz
zu den meisten Videospielgenres, die nach ihrem Gameplay klassifiziert sind, basieren
sich Horrorspiele fast immer auf narrativen oder visuellen Präsentationen und
verwenden eine Vielzahl von Gameplay-Typen. Warum spielen so viele Leute diese
Spiele? Ein Grund dafür ist, dass bestimmte Arten von Menschen von Horrorspielen
angezogen werden, weil es angenehm ist, Angst zu haben, wenn man tief im Inneren
weiß, dass man in Sicherheit ist. Es hilft uns, unsere Ängste zu meistern, indem wir sie
auf sichere Weise erleben.
Seit dem letzten Jahrhundert gibt es solche Horrorspiele, die unser Gehirn und
unseren Geist auf komplexe und geniale Weise beeinflussen. Ein Beispiel ist “Silent
Hill”, insbesondere das zweite Spiel, das 1999 veröffentlicht wurde. Wenn es darum
geht, andere Artikel darüber zu lesen, was ein Spiel großartig macht, stehen einige
große Fragen wie: “Können Spiele Kunst sein?”, “Sind lineare Spiele tot?” und “Ist
das Horror-Genre nicht in der Lage, gute Geschichten zu schreiben?” immer im
Vordergrund. Die Antwort auf alle drei Fragen lautet “Silent Hill 2”.
/Spoileralarm: Kleine Spoiler über bestimmte Details des Spiels sind enthalten!/
Was “Silent Hill 2” dabei hilft, sich als eines der besten Spiele aller Zeiten (und
möglicherweise als mein Lieblingsspiel aller Zeiten) zu behaupten, ist seine
Atmosphäre. Wenn Sie die Hauptfigur- James, zum ersten Mal sehen, versucht er, sich
darauf vorzubereiten, in die Stadt zu gehen. Im ersten Teil des Spiels rennt er auf
einem langen, nebligen Weg. Auf diese Weise fühlen wir uns schon früh allein. Er trifft
dann eine fremde Frau, deren Interaktion mit ihm das Gefühl vermittelt, dass etwas
nicht stimmt.
Das Graue selbst kommt in Form von Monstern, die die Stadt bevölkern. Jedes dieser
Monster ist ein Symbol für James’ Kämpfe in seiner Beziehung mit seiner Frau- Mary.
Alles in “Silent Hill 2”- von den Hintergründen bis zu den losen Notizen auf der Karte
oder dem Monster-Design, gibt ein gutes Bild ab und scheint, zu einem bestimmten
Zweck hinzugefügt worden zu sein- entweder um uns zu erschrecken oder um James’
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Tragödie noch mehr im Vordergrund zu bringen.
Die meisten Spiele sind eine Eskapisten Phantasie. Sogar diejenigen, die als
kunstvoll und moralisch herausfordernd anerkannt werden, verstärken in der Regel
einfach das Selbstbild, das Sie im Spiel haben. "Silent Hill 2" stellt diese Fantasie auf
den Kopf und erzählt Ihnen tatsächlich etwas darüber, wer Sie wirklich sind...
Das Walking Dead- Franchise ist am besten für Drama und Charaktere bekannt,
und die Adaption der Videospiele der Serie legt einen spieler orientierten Fokus
auf diese Aspekte. “The Walking Dead” ist eine Horror-Drama-Serie, die in einer
modernen Welt spielt, die von einem Zombie-Aufstand zerstört wurde...
Auf dem Weg begegnen die beiden
Hauptfiguren anderen Überlebenden,
und von dort aus entscheidet der
Spieler, Partei zu ergreifen und
buchstäblich zu entscheiden, wer
lebt und wer stirbt. Während das
allgemeine Tempo der Geschichte
für alle Durchspiele gleich bleibt,
werden die Charakterbeziehungen
des Spiels durch die Auswahl des
Spielers drastisch verändert. Die
Auswahlmöglichkeiten des Spielers
bleiben zwischen jeder Episode und
sogar jeder Staffel von Telltales “The
Walking Dead” konsistent, was das
Durchspielen der vier Hauptsaisonen
der
Serie
zu
einem
wirklich
persönlichen Erlebnis macht.
Es gibt viele
radikal anders
gewöhnlich. Das
versuchen, was
gefällt.

andere Spiele, die
funktionieren als
Wichtigste ist, zu
Ihnen am besten

Bild: Maya Minkova
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CRUCIGRAMA

Horizontal:
1.Cenicienta
2.loro
3.desayunar
4.cama

54 Crosswords

Abajo:
1.Una persona que conduce un
coche
2.Una habitación donde una
persona hace
3.Una persona sin padres
4.Ello igual a sesenta minutos
5.Él color del cielo

Abajo:
1.chofer
2.cocina
3.huérfano
4.hora
5.azul

Horizontal:
1.Una princesa con una
madrastra malvada y dos
hermanastras malvadas
2.Un pájaro colorido
3.La comida que tú comes por la
mañana
4.Él sitio donde tú duermes

KREUZWORTRÄTSEL

Senkrecht:
1.in Kauf ___
2.sich ___ und blau ärgern
3.der ___ fällt nicht weit von dem
Stamm
4.jemandem auf der ___
herumtanzen
5.alles auf eine ___ setzen
6.das Herz auf der ___ tragen
Senkrecht:
1.nehmen
2.grün
3.Apfel
4.Nase
5.Karte
6.Zunge

Waagerecht:
1.den Löffel ___
2.durch die Socken ___
3.wie Pilzen aus dem ___ schießen
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Waagerecht:
1.abgeben
2.pfeifen
3.Boden

